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Motivation: 
 
Medical EEG devices are expensive, however commodity devices around 
$1000 USD are becoming available.  We utilized a cheap EEG device to 
determine its applicability  in support of novel neurologically based 
applications, which would have benefit to Space Agents. 
 
Methodology: 
 
Based upon previous studies which utilized EEG devices for image 
annotation in a visual RSVP framework.  This work extended this 
research by creating a framework in which a subject viewed a series of 
images, whilst connected to our cheap EEG device.  Subjects were told 
to count mentally the number of odd images out, where an instruction 
was given as to what an odd image was.  EEG readings were then 
recorded.  Based upon these readings, machine learning methods were 
then applied to create discriminative classifiers, such that on unseen 
data, the model should predict what images the subject would have 
considered as the odd one out.  As we were using a cheap device, 
experimental parameters explored how fast we could present images to 
the subject, and other factors.  We also attempted to go beyond 
target/non-target by utilizing expert knowledge of a subject to attempt to 
capture what they found interesting. 



 
Results: 

 Validation that a cheap, 4-node EEG device is capable of 
conducting visual RSVP experiments. 

 Determining that visual presentation rates as fast as 150ms can 
be supported by the device, however noisier data could still be 
gathered at faster rates. 

 The construction of discriminative classifiers based upon the EEG 
data which could determine if a subject found an image to be a 
target. 

 Expansion beyond binary classification, to include a new category 
of ‘non-obvious target’, and demonstrated that a different 
neurological signal was generated in some subjects for this class 
of target.  This class could be considered what a subject 
considered as ‘interesting/curious’ based upon their expert 
knowledge, in these preliminary experiments. 
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Highlights: 
 
The major highlight was the success of using the 4-node cheap EEG 
device, which at the start of the project was not certain that the device 
would provide useable data, particularly at fast presentation speeds.  
Being able to construct decent discriminative models from rates of 
display of up to 150ms was particularly satisfying.  This demonstrated 
that far from being toy devices, these cheap EEG units could have 
serious application, particularly in Brain Computer Interface (BCI) 
research. 
 


